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Abstract - Evolutionary algorithms provide mechanisms that can achieve efficient exploration for design spaces. This way, they constitute an efficient tool for identifying the best alternatives to implement the solution of a certain problem. In this work we apply the genetic algorithms to the field of distributed load balancing in parallel computers. We have classified and parameterized the different distributed strategies of the dynamic load balancing, then we have applied a methodology based on evolutionary computing capable of analyzing the characteristics of the alternatives of load balancing when considering different types of problems and parallel platforms. As an application example of the proposed methodology we will show the results corresponding to the dynamic load balancing in a cluster of computers for a parallel branch and bound algorithm.

1. Introduction
In the fourteenth edition (year 2000) of the IPDPS (International Parallel and Distributed Processing Symposium) celebrated a round table with the following title: what are the ten most influential concepts of the last millennium in the field of parallel and distributed processing? [1]. One of these ten concepts, between which there are the Amdahl’s law, the pipelining, the multithreading, the synchronization, and the processing in clusters of computers, is the load balancing or distribution.

The target of a load balancing algorithm is to distribute the computational work between the different processing nodes of the parallel and/or distributed machine, so that the resource utilization is maximized to optimize the performance of the platform. The load balancing procedures must find a trade-off between the utilization of processors that constitute the parallel machine and the costs associated with the communication and synchronization between these processors, so that the execution time of the parallel application is minimized.

The dynamic load balancing exploits the communication resources of the parallel platform to exchange state information and tasks between the processors. Therefore, the processors use the local information which they have about the global state of the system, to make decisions that allow obtaining of minimal response time and maximum performance. The efficiency of a load balancing algorithm depends on: the communication cost between processors, the complexity associated with the decision making procedure in each processor, and on the cost of maintaining relative information of the global state of the system in each of the nodes.

The dynamic load balancing strategies can be implemented either in centralized or distributed model. In the centralized case, a processor is responsible for maintaining information of the global state of the system and, then, carries out the tasks assignment to processors. In
case of systems with a high number of processors distributed geographically, order to minimize the volume of work to transfer between processors, and to support or to improve the locality in the communications of the parallel program. All this minimizing the overhead associated with maintaining and updating the load information, or assuring that it keeps within reasonable limits [7].

In a distributed procedure, once the tasks are distributed between the processors, these take charge both of the processing of the tasks that are assigned to them, and of the redistribution of the tasks to respond to the changes that can occur in the state of load in the processors, due to the dynamic nature of the platform (modifications on the load of the different nodes due to the presence of other applications), the characteristics of the applications (irregular applications), or failure in some processor or another element of the hardware of the platform. In a distributed procedure, each processor must implement, in some way, the procedures correspond to the stages of load evaluation, initiation of distribution [5,8], calculation of the volume of work to transfer [5,6,9], selection of tasks, and task migration. These stages are implemented using a series of policies:

- The information policy: this policy determines the characteristics of information exchange between the processors in order to have an updated image about the state of load of the whole machine. The set of local and remote information that a processor has, allows it to determine whether to initiate a redistribution of load, the amount of work that it should transfer, if it should act as transmitter or receiver, etc. The most important dimensions to characterize an information policy are

2. Classification of load balancing procedures:

In the last years a lot of load balancing procedures have been proposed [2-6] looking for scalability enhancements and portability. In general, it is a question of new ideas about how to select and to distribute tasks between processors in
related to the spatial frame and to the temporary frame. Thus, an information policy should fix the topology that the processors define with mutual state information. A processor can have information about all the processors in the platform, of those with which it has neighborhood relations according to the interconnection network, or of groups of processors that it could establish according to some criteria (for example, a group of randomly selected processors) that can change temporarily. Moreover, the information policy must establish the moments in which the processors must exchange information: periodic or on-demand information policy. In the periodic one, the processors exchange load information with a frequency that we will name the load balancing frequency (LBF). In the case of on-demand information policy, the state information is exchanged whenever it is necessary to realize a load redistribution, since it is supposed that it is the moment in which changes in the processors charges will take place that cannot decide locally.

- The transfer policy establishes the conditions under which the migration of tasks must take place between processors. For this, every processor may use the load information (local and remote) and it decides if it must transfer tasks or request task to be transferred to it. This way, according to which of the processors will initiate the load balancing operation, the transfer policy can be sender initiated, receiver initiated, or symmetrical. In case of the sender initiated transfer, the overloaded processor will begin the load distributed operation and send tasks to other processors. If the transfer is receiver initiated, the processor that needs work will initiate the load distribution operation. Finally, in the symmetrical transfer policy, the overloaded processor which is going to send work to another processor and the one that requests work they must synchronize to realize the transfer of one to other.

- The location policy determines the processors that intervene in the transfer of tasks that take place in the load redistribution. This policy is related to that of transfer, since to decide if the level of load in a processor can make it a sender or a receiver corresponds, precisely, to the location policy. Four different types of location policy: the policy that use one threshold, the policy that use two thresholds, the policy of minimum/maximum level of load, and the random location policy. In the one threshold policy a node is located as sender or receiver as its load is, respectively, above or below a certain level considered as a threshold. In the location policy of two thresholds, two thresholds are used, one of them (the high threshold) establishes the value over which the processor is considered to be overloaded, and other (the low threshold) represents the value below which the processor is considered to be underloaded. A processor is sender if its level of load is over the high threshold, and is receiver if its load is below the low threshold. At the moment of establishing the two values of thresholds it is necessary to have in mind that the load of the application can change over the time, therefore, it is suitable to use thresholds that change dynamically, adapting itself at the level of load of the system.

- The selection policy is the one that determines what tasks to chose to be transferred from a processor that has been designated as a sender by the location policy (and in some cases by the
distribution policy, as we will see). Two alternatives exist for this policy. On the one hand the preemptive selection policy, in which, between the tasks that can be selected, the task that is being processed is included. On the other hand, non-preemptive selection of tasks; only the tasks that are waiting can be selected. The selection policies only need information that allows estimating the load of work of each one of them.

- The distribution policy determines the way of balancing the load between the processors that the location policies have selected as senders or receivers. This policy is related to the stages of load evaluation, task selection and migration. In the distribution policy, the selected tasks to constitute the work to exchange are those that the selection policy determines.

The parameters that must be fixed to, completely, specify the alternatives of different policies are:

- The granularity, GRN, which indicates the number of tasks in which the problem is divided. It can vary between 1 and N, where N is the maximum number of tasks that can be considered in the problem. A low value of GRN indicates a fine granularity provided that few tasks are created. A parameter between 0 and 1 is used that relates the value of N and that of GRN.

- The thresholds, TSD1 and TSD2, are the values used as thresholds in case of a location policy with one threshold (TSD1) or with two thresholds (TSD1 is the low threshold and TSD2 the high threshold). The values of the thresholds can vary between 1 and GRN. The parameters TSDP1 and TSDP2 are used, with values between 0 and 1, for establishing the relation between TSD1 and TSD2, respectively, with GRN.

- The load balancing frequency, LBF, is a parameter that can vary between 1 and GRN (a parameter called LBP, between 0 and 1, is used to relate between LBF and the granularity). It indicates that during the execution of the parallel program, a processor can initiate operations of load balancing every LBF time intervals.

The classification of the dynamic distributed load balancing procedures according to the different policies allows the parameterization of the above mentioned procedures and to transform a generic procedure for the dynamic distributed load balancing that we have developed (it will be described in the following section). We can get the desired procedure on fixing the parameters to the values corresponding to that procedure. Our approach is similar in many aspects to the one that raises the genetic programming [10], whose target is to generate optimum programs.

```plaintext
while (not end) do
    if (LBC==LBF) then
        load_distribution()
        LBC=0;
    if (work_queue not empty) then
        process_task();
        LBC=LBC+1;
        LI=LI-1;

Figure 1. Load balancing function call
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range/Definition</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Problem Size. The maximum number of tasks in the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Processors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRN</td>
<td>[GRANP×N] (0&lt;GRANP&lt;1)</td>
<td>granularity. The problem is divided initially into GRN tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSD1</td>
<td>TSDP1×GRN (0&lt;TSDP1&lt;1)</td>
<td>Lower threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSD2</td>
<td>TSDP2×GRN (0&lt;TSDP2&lt;1)</td>
<td>Higher threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBF</td>
<td>LBP×GRN (0&lt;LBP&lt;1)</td>
<td>Load balancing frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Parameters of the described procedure
3. General procedure of dynamic and distributed load balancing

In this section we describe a general procedure of dynamic and distributed load balancing [12]. The definitions, the range and the meaning of the parameters and variables used in the procedures are provided in the tables 1 and 2. In the Figure 1 a call to the load balancing procedure is shown. It could be seen that every LBF time intervals of processing a call to the load balancing function is realized, load_distribution(). This should not conclude that load distribution operations should have to begin necessarily. Every time interval is equal to the processing time of a task. Thus, the load index LI of a processor decreases by one each time a task is processed. Obviously, the size of the task, and therefore, the duration of the time interval will depend on the granularity, GRN. As shown in Table 1, there exist a relation between LBF and GRN and is controlled by the parameter LBP, which varies between 0 and 1.

Table 2. Parameters of the described procedure (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Number of processors selected as senders by the location policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Number of processors selected as receivers by the location policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Sum of load indices for all senders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Sum of load indices for all receivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>Load Index. Numbers of tasks reside in the work queue of the processor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OL</td>
<td>Overload. ( OL = \frac{LI - CS + CR}{S + R} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(Ti)</td>
<td>Work load associated with the task ( T_i ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 describes the calls that the load distribution procedure realizes to the functions implemented by the different policies. The calls that are finally realized depend to the parameter used in the program execution according to the policies that intervene in the load distribution. Thus, in the function load_distribution(), firstly, three conditional statements appear, each of which corresponds to one of the three alternatives that are considered for the transfer policy.

```c
Load_distribution()
{
    if (transfer_policy=sender_initiated)
    {
        if ((LI>TSD) then
        {
            request_locate_receiver();
            load_information_exchange(receiver_proc);
            select_tasks();
            send_tasks(receiver_proc);
        }
    }
    if (transfer_policy=receiver_initiated)
    {
        if ((LI<TSD) then
        {
            request_locate_sender();
            load_information_exchange(sender_proc);
            request_tasks(sender_proc);
            receive_tasks(sender_proc);
        }
    }
    if (transfer_policy=symmetrically_initiated)
    {
        load_information_exchange(sender_proc);
        locate_sender_receiver();
        if (p=sender_proc)
        {
            select_tasks();
            send_tasks(receiver_proc);
        }
        if (p=receiver_proc)
        {
            request_tasks(sender_proc);
            receive_tasks(sender_proc);
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 2. Load distribution procedure

If the transfer policy is sender initiated, the processor verifies if its load index, LI, is greater than the high threshold, TSD. If the used location policy is with one threshold, TSD will be equal to TSD1, and if the used location policy is with two thresholds, TSD will be equal to TSD2. If, it is greater than the threshold that indicates the overloading of a processor, it turns into sender. In this case it calls the function request_locate_receiver() in order to get the receiver or the set of receivers to which it must send tasks, which will be
determined later using the functions \textit{load\_information\_exchange()}, \textit{select\_tasks()}, and \textit{send\_tasks()}. With respect to the exchanged information, apart from the load index, LI, when the system is startup the nodes exchange information as the CPU speed, the available memory, size of cache, etc. This information allows having a better knowledge of the state of the processors, and can be used in the location of processors suitable for load transfer. Besides, calculations of minimums, maximums of load, etc. as we will see, could be needed in some policies.

In case the receiver initiated transfer, first it calls the function \textit{request\_locate\_sender()}, to identify the possible sender from whom it could receive the needed tasks. Then, load information will be exchanged with the sender or possible senders using the function \textit{load\_information\_exchange()}, and the sending of tasks is requested by means of the function \textit{request\_tasks()}. Then, the processor waits to receive these tasks before continuing with its processing.

If the transfer initiates symmetrically, after exchanging load information, a call to the function \textit{locate\_sender\_receiver()} is needed. This function determines whether the processor that has issued the call is sender or a receiver and, in each case, returns one or several receivers or senders, respectively. If the function \textit{locate\_sender\_receiver()} indicates that the processor is not sender nor receiver, the processor will not intervene in the load redistribution. If the processor is selected as sender it will call the functions \textit{select\_tasks()} and \textit{send\_tasks()}, and if it is designated as receiver it will call the functions \textit{request\_tasks()} and then it waits to receive them by calling to \textit{receive\_tasks()}.

The function \textit{select\_tasks()} allows to determine the set of tasks that they can be considered at the moment of choose those that must be sent. Thus, in the function there appear two options that correspond to two alternatives considered for the selection policy: \textit{preemptive} or \textit{non-preemptive}. In addition, in the function \textit{select\_tasks()} the function \textit{choose()} is to be called. This function implements the distribution policy, where its form depends on the specific characteristics of the type of procedure that it is considered (\textit{diffusion}, \textit{dimensional exchange}, etc.). The function \textit{choose()} is called with a parameter that refers to the set of tasks that can be chosen according to the selection policy (\textit{preemptive} or \textit{non-preemptive}) and, in our implementation, it associates a volume of load superior to a load index OL, whose definition appears in the Table 1.

In the calculation of OL we use aspects related to the topology of connection that is considered between the processors (\textit{all}, the \textit{neighbors}, \textit{group members}, etc.).

The form of these location functions depends on the type of transfer policy in use, keeping in mind the clear interrelationship between the two policies. The function \textit{locate\_sender\_receiver()}, is called when the transfer policy is symmetrical. There appear the options corresponding to four alternatives for the location policy. So, according to the load index LI, according to whether it is less or greater than TSD1 the processor will act as receiver or sender, respectively, in the case of the location policy of a one threshold. In the case of two thresholds location policy, the same thing is to do
but, there are in use the thresholds TSD1 as low load threshold and TSD2 as overload threshold. If the location policy is based on the minim/maximum load it will be necessary to compare the load index with the values of maximum and minimum load of the set of processors with that a processor can exchange load. These calculations is done when the calls are realized to the function load_information_exchange() in the case of using this location policy. The set of processors that intervene at the moment of doing this calculation are determined by the alternative of topology of the information policy. The way of determining the sender and receiver in case of random location policy also requires information about the maximum and minimum load of the correspondent group of processors.

To determine the index (the indices) of the sender (possible senders) or receiver (possible receivers), respectively, for the processor designated as receiver or sender, the functions sending() and receiving() are used. These functions perform communication between those processors that can transfer tasks according to the topological alternatives of the distribution policies. From these functions, also it is possible to call to the functions locate_sender() (in case of sending()) and locate_receiver() (in case of receiving()), which are described later.

The function locate_receiver() allows to determine a receiver processor in the sender initiated transfer policy. In addition to be called from the function receiving(), the function locate_receiver() is also called from the function request_locate_sender(), which generates the calls to locate_sender(processor) in a processor from all processors that the distribution policy indicates that they can exchange work with the processor. The function executed in the processor p sends to request_locate_sender() in processor the load index of the processor, p, if it verifies, from the conditions established in the location policy in use, to be a receiver.

The function locate_sender() is analogous to the function locate_receiver() but in this case for the processor of processors to which it is possible to request tasks for them. This function is called from request_locate_sender() in case that the transfer policy is receiver initiated (also it is possible to be called from sending(), as indicated before).

To explore the design space of the distributed procedures for dynamic load balancing, we have used a genetic algorithm (figure 3) that it is employed to search the space defined by the different alternatives of the policies of information, transfer, location, and selection, in addition to the values that can take the parameters LBF, GRN, and the thresholds TSD1 and TSD2 (real values). Its target is to find the configurations of the policies and the values of the parameters for policies that can provide a better distribution of load for a parallel application. In the population of solutions, which evolves from one generation to another, it applies an elitist strategy. Thus, it keeps the most suitable solution found in the previous generation. Precisely, the ability to remember useful information relative to the past generations is one of the strategies that have been considered in the application of the evolutionary algorithms to the dynamic optimization problems, in which the obtained
solutions must bear in mind the changeable nature of the problem [11].

1. **Initialize parameters**: population size, Cross over and Mutation probabilities.

2. **Generate a random initial population**.

3. **Evaluate the fitness of the individuals of the population**. The fitness of an individual is the speedup that obtains the load distribution procedure represented by the individual.

4. **Select a new population**. The selection uses the roulette wheel method, but always taking the best individual for the following iteration.

5. **Apply operators**. Cross over is realized in a point and mutation [REN96]

6. Go to 3 if the end condition has not been reached.

**Figure 3. Pseudocode of the developed genetic algorithm**

**4. Experimental results**

The results that appear here correspond to a parallel algorithm of branch and bound for the traveling salesman problem. In this case the volume of calculation of the program is unknown in advance, and it depends on the implicit search process that the algorithm implements. In this way, it is essential to use a procedure of dynamic load balancing.

They are provided (Table 3 and Figures 4-6) the results obtained for a problem size corresponding to 8 cities, in a cluster with 8 nodes dual processors at 2.4 GHz each, 2 GB of memory each one and Gigabit Ethernet.

Table 3 presents, for the alternative procedures of the symmetric transfer policy (the one that provides better speedup), the values of the parameters to that genetic algorithm converges and the values of the fitness and of the average utilization obtained (the standard deviations are indicated between parentheses). Since value of fitness used is the inverse of the parallel execution time (we have avoided the evaluation of the sequential execution time of the algorithm, which can become extremely high). Figures 4, 5, y 6 represent the evolution of the fitness across the successive generations of the genetic algorithm in the alternative procedures of each transfer policy.

The results obtained for the branch and bound algorithm show that
better speedup values are provided by symmetric transfer policy. The procedures with sender initiated transfer policy are better than those of receiver initiated transfer. Here, the utilizations obtained by the symmetric procedures are similar in some cases to those of the receiver initiated procedures, and the procedures with sender initiated transfer have lower utilization.

If we consider the different alternatives for every transfer policy we have that in case of the procedures with sender initiated transfer (figure 4) and for the receiver (figure 5) all the alternatives converge towards quite close values: it can be considered that they are almost equivalent as for the speedup that they allow to reach. As for the procedures with symmetric transfer, the figure 6 shows relatively different behaviors for different location and selection policies. In this case, the procedures based on a threshold (preemptive or nonpreemptive) and the procedure based on two thresholds with no preemption who provide better performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>LBF</th>
<th>GRN</th>
<th>TSD1</th>
<th>TSD2</th>
<th>1/(T Par)</th>
<th>Utl. Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Threshold (Preemption)</td>
<td>107 (12)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>101 (7)</td>
<td>279 (18)</td>
<td>1.88 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold (No-Preemption)</td>
<td>105 (8)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>106 (8)</td>
<td>279 (16)</td>
<td>1.88 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Thresholds (Preemption)</td>
<td>111 (11)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>109 (12)</td>
<td>280 (12)</td>
<td>1.58 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Thresholds (No-Preemption)</td>
<td>116 (14)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>94 (6)</td>
<td>297 (8)</td>
<td>1.80 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min/Max (Preemption)</td>
<td>105 (7)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.00 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min/Max (No-Preemption)</td>
<td>119 (14)</td>
<td>5 (3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.24 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The convergence on the parameters GRN, LBF, TSD1, and TSD2 shows greater deviations than in other test programs that have been analyzed [12]. Also, greater changes exist between the convergences of the parameters according to the procedures. For example GRN is between 1 and 2, though in some cases it is equal to 5. The values of LBF to which it converges are between 103 and 121 for the procedures with sender initiated transfer and the symmetric ones, but in case of the receiver initiated transfer they are 85 and 75, respectively, for two considered alternatives. The values of TSD1 are between 90 and 117, and the values of TSD2 are between 273 and 297, though in one case it comes to 328 (sender initiated transfer with location based in the maximum/minimal level of load with nonpreemption). This way, the best procedure for the branch and bound algorithm applied to the traveling salesman problem with 8 cities uses symmetric transfer policy, one threshold location policy, and nonpreemption selection policy; with GRN=2, LBF=103, and TSD1=106.
5. Conclusions
According to the alternatives that can be distinguished in the information, transfer, location, distribution, and selection policies, which they define a load distribution procedure, different procedures have parameterized and the genetic search has been applied in the defined space of design. Thus, it is possible to carry out an optimization of the parameters that define the behavior of each load balancing procedure, which, in this way, is achieved by means of an analogous approach to the genetic programming.

The experimental results obtained show that in all the analyzed cases the symmetric transfer policy with periodic information policy is better than the sender and receiver initiated both with the on-demand information policy. These results coincide with the conclusions obtained in other works [2]. As for location policies, the most efficient is used to be with one or two thresholds, and as for the selection policy, in some cases the best are those of preemption and in others those who use nonpreemption. The procedures with random location policy are those who provide the worst performance.
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